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ABSTRACT

To understand the inner workings of a 4-stroke engine and all of its components, a complete

computer aided design (CAD) model was created of a historic marine engine. The parts were
cleaned, measured, modeled in CAD and assembled. To ensure longevity of the rebuilt engine,
original parts were repaired and, where necessary, new parts were fabricated. Fixing parts and post
machining new castings allowed for machining practice on complex rough castings. The rebuilt

engine was tested and successfully ran approximately seventy five years after this engine was first

built.
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1. Introduction

The Universal Motor Company was founded in 1898 in Oahkosh, Wisconsin to design
and build marine engines. The founders of the company recognized the difference in function
between automotive and marine engines. Automotive engines drive a car up to speed and then
use a small amount of power to maintain speed. Since boats experience significantly higher drag
forces, a marine engine must continue to work hard once the boat has gotten up to speed. Marine
engines are also exposed to the harsh conditions of being on the water. For these reasons, marine
engines face special challenges not faced by their automotive counterparts. The Universal Motor

Company recognized these special challenges and set out to design and build engines that could

overcome them.

Universal increased the size of the water jackets in their engines to allow them to operate
at higher power output levels for longer time. They also used more corrosion resistant materials

to handle the adverse conditions. Since boats must continue working hard at speed, multiple
forward gears are not common in boats. Typically, boats only have one forward gear, neutral,
and one reverse gear. This niche transmission design also separated the automotive and marine

engines. Universal's engines were purpose built for marine applications and they were able to

include built-in transmissions with their engines. Designing their own parts also allowed them to
use more robust connections like gears to handle the high loads their engines would see.
Traditional chain drive systems can stretch and wear out during long periods of high loads. Built-
in transmissions also meant the consumer only had to purchase and install the engine without
having to purchase and install a compatible transmission. [2][4]

1.1 Universal "The Fisherman" Marine Engine

In the 1930's, Universal designed and built and engine called "The Fisherman". This engine

was the smallest in their engine lineup at the time. It was designed for small fishing vessels that
did not require the power of their larger engines. The engine still included all of the marine
specific solutions described above, making it a better option over the widely available

automotive engines of the time. "The Fisherman" engines were used in private watercraft and
small fishing vessels and allowed their users to greatly outperform sailboats. [4]
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Figure 1: Historic photo of "The Fisherman" engine. This photograph was used in

advertisements by The Universal Motor Company. [5]

1.2 Project History

This project began with the donation of this engine by Mr. John Clough of Tisbury,

Massachusetts. Two former MIT students, Samantha and Sally, first started the project in 2015.

They repaired a few issues related to the fuel system and water pump to get the engine running.

They noted a few issues with the engine that would need to be fixed including a lack of

compression in the cylinder. Once they knew the engine and its components functioned, they

began to disassemble the engine.

Figure 2: Photograph taken by Samantha and Sally before disassembly began.
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They disassembled the engine being sure to photograph and label all parts for later
reassembly. The parts were bagged and boxed and put into storage. This project was picked up in

the fall of 2018 with the goal of completing a CAD catalogue of parts and restoring the engine

back to running condition.

2. Parts Sorting and Cleaning

The first step in picking this project up was to understand the previous work that was

completed. The photos and videos from the previous project were reviewed to understand what

work was completed and the final state of all the parts. To begin the second part of this project,

the parts were pulled out of storage and organized onto a table.

Figure 3: This photograph was taken on the first day

components. Smaller parts were bagged and boxed up

storage.

of the project showing all of the

and the entire engine had been in

Once the parts had been organized and sorted, they needed to be cleaned of grease, oil

and old paint. The five largest and most intricate components, the cylinder head, engine block,

engine base, transmission cover and flywheel were sent to Hillside Machine, Inc. in Malden, MA

for thermo-cleaning. Thermo-cleaning involves baking the parts at a high temperature to burn off

grease, oil, paint and other contaminants. The parts are then tumbled with steel shot to remove

carbon depots and other material left behind by the baking process.
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Smaller parts were coated with paint stripper to remove old paint and primer. They were
then scrubbed, washed, sanded, sandblasted and wiped with acetone until the surface was clean
and ready for paint or reassembly.

3. CAD Design

There are no engineering drawings with this engine, so the parts had to be measured to
create CAD models. The parts were measured with a multitude of tools including calipers, tape
measures and micrometers. The engine will also be restored and reassembled, so no destructive
analysis was done. Features that could not be exactly measured like internal geometries and parts
with extensive wear were estimated. On many of these parts, assumptions had to be made (i.e. if
a worn part measured 0.495" it was assumed to be half an inch originally).

Figure 4: This photograph shows the CAD process. Parts were measured using a multitude
of tools and recreated in Solidworks.

The patterns on the larger cast parts likely had critical dimensions called out in
engineering drawings. These dimensions are generally between or on surfaces that were post
machined. The non-critical dimensions and specific shape of the pattern likely resulted from the
work of the pattern maker themselves. These handmade shapes sometimes had slight curves or
defects and certain approximations were made.

Due to the large number of components in this engine, a naming system for CAD parts
was created to keep organized and allow for easier reference in the future. The engine was
broken up into major subassemblies and the parts were each given a unique identification. The
engine was broken down into 16 major subassemblies and each subassembly got its own folder.
Within each folder, parts were numbered and labeled. The naming convention works as follows:
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. Assembly Folder
. Each subassembly will have their own folder
. All parts in subassembly will reside in that folder
. The folder will be named the full length name of the subassembly

. Assembly File
. "XX" - two letters that will be the same on all the assemblies parts
. Denotes subassembly name (Ex: CS [Crankshaft])

. Part File
. "XX**" - two letters followed by two numbers
. Denotes part number (Ex: CSOl [Crankshaft Subassembly Part 1])

. Hardware Part File
. "XXH**" - two letters followed by "H" followed by two numbers
. "H" Denotes Hardware (Ex: CSHO1 [Crankshaft Hardware Part 1])

Figure 5: Full view of the final CAD assembly.

3.1 Engine Block

Engine Block Parts List

. EBOl

0
. EB02

. EB03
0

Engine Block
Cast Iron

Large CAM Bearing
Bronze
Camshaft bearing on the transmission side pressed into the block

Small CAM Bearing
Bronze
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. Camshaft bearing on the flywheel side pressed into the block
. EB04 Water Jacket Attachment

. Cast Iron

. Bolts to cylinder head and allows the attachment of 3-8 NPT pipe for the flow of
water into the water jacket

. EB05 Head Gasket
. Copper
. Cut from 0.62" copper plate and annealed to create the head seal

. EB06 Valve Cover
. Steel
. Plate to cover the valve access for both installation and setting the valve lash

. EB07 Crank Shell Bearing
. Cast Iron
. Bolts to the engine block to form the crankshaft bearings

. EB08 Crank Shell Babbitt
. Tin-Lead Alloy
. Babbitt inside of the Crank Shell Bearing (EB07)

. EB09 Block Shell Babbitt
. Tin-Lead Alloy
. Babbitt inside the Engine Block (EB01) with a hole and slots for oil flow

. EB10 Magneto Lifter Mount
. Bronze
. Mount for Magneto Lifter assembly

. EBll Oil Fill Pipe 3-4NPTby 11
. Brass
. Threads into the block to allow oil to be poured into the engine

. EB 12 Top Valve Spring Retainer
. Steel
. Sits around the Valve Sleeve (EB13) and against the Engine Block (EB0l) to hold the

valve spring
. EB13 Valve Sleeve

. Steel

. Pressed into the block to serve as the bearing surface for the valves
. EB14 3-8 NPT Pipe Nipple to 1-2 ID

. Stainless Steel

. Threads into the water jacket attachment to attach to a hose
. EB 15 Oil Vent Attachment

. Steel

. Threads onto the oil fill pipe (EB 11) to allow for the attachment of the oil vent

(EB 16)
. EB16 Oil Vent
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. Steel

. Slides onto the Oil Vent Attachment (EB 11) to allow the engine to breathe
. EB 17 Water Drain-off Valve

. Brass

. Valve to allow water to be drained from the water jacket

. EB 1 7A Water Drain-off Valve Body

. EB17B Water Drain-off Valve Handle
. EBHO1 1-2 20 by 2 Threaded Rod

. Steel

. Bottom stud on the Engine Block (EB01) to hold Crank Shell Bearings (EB07)
. EBH02 3-8 24 by 1.5 Threaded Rod

. Steel

. Side stud on the Engine Block (EB01) to hold the Magneto Lifter Mount (EB10)
. EBH03 3-8 16 by .75 Bolt

. Zinc Plated Steel

. Holds the Water Jacket Attachment (EB04) to the Base (TC02)
. EBH04 1-2 20 Castle Nut

. Steel

. Used on EBHO1 and tied with wire to prevent backing out
. EBH05 3-8 Washer

. Zinc Plated Steel

. Used with EBH03
. EBH06 3-8 16 Nut

. Zinc Plated Steel

. Used to attach the Magneto Lifter Mount (EB 10) to EBH02
. EBH07 3-8 16 by 1 Bolt

. Zinc Plated Steel

. Holds the Engine Block (EB01) to the Base (TC02)
. EBH08 5-16 Washer

. Zinc Plated Steel

. Used with EBH09 for the Carburetor Attachment (CB02)
. EBH09 5-16 18 by 1.5 Bolt

. Zinc Plated Steel

. Attaches the Carburetor Attachment (CB02) to the Engine Block (EB01)

. Attached the Valve Cover (EB06) to the Engine Block (EB01)
. EBHIO 5-16 Copper Washer

* Copper
* 2 are Used with EBHO9 for the Valve Cover (EB06)

One of the most critical components of the engine is the block itself. There are a number
of critical dimensions in the block. The cylinder bore must properly align with the piston to
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ensure an air-tight fit while still allowing for linear motion. The cylinder bore was measured to

be 4.375 inches and this value was confirmed in the engine specifications. The piston is cut

slightly smaller than the bore to allow for a proper slip fit.

Figure 6: CAD model of the entire engine block assembly looking at the valve and
flywheel side. The large feature on the left houses the camshaft gear. The bronze feature
on the right allows for the attachment of the magneto. The copper head gasket is on top of
the block. The pipe in the background is the oil fill tube.

The crankshaft journal bearings must be properly aligned to ensure the crankshaft can

rotate with little resistance. The shells are babbitted to ensure a proper alignment. Babbitted

bearings were popular in many engines and machinery of the time. To create a babbitted bearing,
the shell is cast to be larger than the shaft (in this engine the shells are approximately 0.375"
larger in diameter) and the gap between the shaft and shell is filled with a tin-lead alloy. The

specific alloy used in babbitted bearings depends on the specific application, but the process of

creating the bearing surface is the same. The shaft and shell are assembled and held in their final

position. Shims are placed between the two halves of the shells and the ends are sealed with clay.

Then molten metal is poured in the gap. The shells are split at the shims and the shaft is

removed. Holes and slots are cut to allow for the flow of oil into the bearing. During reassembly,
shims must be added between the shells that match the shims used to separate the molten metal.

As the bearings wear down, these shims can be removed to tighten the bearing.
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Figure 7: View from the underside of the Engine Block CAD model showing the

crankshaft and camshaft bearings. The crankshaft bearings are babbitted with a tin-lead

alloy and the camshaft rides in pressed bronze bearings.

The distance between the camshaft and the crankshaft must ensure a proper fit between

the gears to allow for easy rotation. Slop in the gears could lead to excessive wear or possible

gear skipping. This critical dimension can be calculated from the diametral pitch of the two

gears. Both gears have a diametral pitch of 10 teeth per inch. The crankshaft gear has 32 teeth

and the camshaft gear has 64, twice the number to allow it to spin at half the speed. This means

the bearings for the two shafts much be 4.8 inches apart. The camshaft rotates inside of pressed

in bronze bearings. These bearings are set in place once the hole in which they sit is drilled. The

babbitting process on the crankshaft bearings allows for slight adjustments in the spacing to be

made and these babbitts were likely poured with the crankshaft and camshaft gears meshed in

place.

All of the bearing surfaces need to be oiled to decrease friction and wear in the engine.

During normal operation, the motion of the engine splashes and distributes the oil, but certain

surfaces need more direct oiling. To do this, oil collections and passages force the oil where it is

needed. In the engine block, the crankshaft bearings need to be oiled from the inside. Two funnel

shaped features on the inside of the block collect oil. A hole through the bearing allows the oil to

flow down into the babbitt. The slots cut into the babbitt insure good oil flow and even

lubrication.
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Figure 8a: Cross section view of the oil

collection feature for the crankshaft

bearings. The feature is duplicated on

both sides of the block.

Figure 8b: Cross section view

of the babbitted bearing showing

the hole and slot that allow oil to

flow into the bearing

The valves and lifters must be allowed to move easy without the risk of binding during
engine operation and seal to the top of the block. The valves sit inside sleeves that are pressed
into the block. These sleeves allow for easier machining since they can be made separate from
the block. They also allow for replacement if they wear out. The lifters move inside post
machined surfaces that were likely reamed to the proper diameter. The valve seats were
machined after casting and then lapped with the valves specific to this engine to ensure an
airtight fit.
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Figure 9: Cross section view of the engine block showing the valve seats and sleeves and

the port for the lifter. The valve seats are machined into the top of the block. The valve

sleeves are pressed into holes below the intake and exhaust chambers. The lifters move in

holes below the valve access.

The engine block also contains a cavity around the cylinder called the water jacket. This

cavity is filled with water during the engine operation to keep the engine cool. The engine block

includes an attachment for a pipe that allows water to enter the bottom of the water jacket. The top

of the water jacket has ports through the top of the block to allow the water to flow up into the

cylinder head. At the bottom near the inlet, the engine block also has a valve to allow the jacket to

be drained.

3.2 Piston

Is List

Piston
Cast Iron
Main piston body

Piston Pin
Steel
Goes through the Piston (PAO 1) to attach the Connectir

Piston Ring
Steel
Upper 2 rings on the piston to create seal with cylinder

Piston Oil Ring
Steel

ng Rod (CRO1)
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" PAOlI
. PA02

. PA02
S0
0

. PAO3
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. Lower ring on the piston to keep oil from entering the cylinder
. PAHOl Piston Snap Ring

. Steel

. 1 one each side to hold the Piston Pin (PA02) in place

The piston is crucial to completing the engine's cycle. In this 4-stroke engine, the piston
makes four vertical motions in each cycle. First, the piston moves downward drawing in fuel and
air. Then the piston moves upwards compressing the fuel and air mixture. This compressed
mixture is ignited pushing the piston downward in the power stroke. Finally, the piston moves
back upwards expelling the exhaust gases. To complete this cycle, the piston must make an
airtight seal with the engine block while still being able to move easily.

Figure 10: CAD model of the entire piston assembly. The upper two piston rings are
compressed to fit inside the cylinder and seal with the cylinder wall. The lower oil ring
prevents oil from entering the combustion chamber. The wrist pin, snap ring, and recess
around the wrist pin can be seen on the front of the piston surface.

The piston is machined a couple thousandths of an inch smaller than the cylinder bore
(this piston measured 4.371" or 0.004" less than the cylinder [2]) to create a slip fit. Three piston
rings seal the very small gap to keep oil from entering the combustion chamber and ensuring an
airtight fit. These rings are larger in diameter than the piston with a slot that allows them to be
compressed inside the cylinder. Compressing the rings inwards causes them to push against the

cylinder walls creating the seal. The lowest ring, the oil ring, keeps the oil from entering the
combustion chamber. Slots in the piston ring and holes in the groove of the piston allow oil that
has seeped upwards to return inside the piston and down into the engine base. The piston retains
a pin called a wrist pin that allows for the attachment of the connecting rod. The wrist pin is

18



machined from steel to provide a smooth bearing surface. Snap rings hold the wrist pin in place

and prevent it from sliding up against the cylinder wall. During normal operation, large forces

are transferred to the crankshaft. Since the engine is rotating, not all of the forces in the piston

are vertical. The horizontal forces push the piston against the cylinder wall and cause a slight

deformation. A recess around the wrist pin, where these forces are concentrated, allows slight

deformation without causing binding in the cylinder. [3]

Figure 11: Piston Cross section showing the oil ring. The slot through the oil ring can be

seen on the left side. The ports through the piston that allow oil to return can be seen on

the right.

The piston and connecting rod represent the parts inside the engine with linear motion. Less

overall inertia in an engine allows for better acceleration and throttle response. Unbalanced

inertias contribute to engine vibration. Particularly in a single cylinder engine where the linear

motion cannot be balanced by other pistons, reducing the mass of the piston and connecting rod

diminishes engine vibration and wear. The outside surface of the piston must be a smooth

machined surface to facilitate motion inside the cylinder. The inside of the piston is left as a

rough cast surface. An intricate webbing and bosses near the wrist pin help the piston to maintain

strength while reducing overall weight. The wrist pin is also hollowed out for the same purpose.
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Figure 12: View from the bottom of the Piston CAD showing the webbing and boss around

the wrist pin that allow for high strength while cutting weight.

3.3 Connecting Rod

Connecting Rod Parts List

. CR01 Connecting Rod

. Aluminum

. Main part of the connecting rod with a hole and half clamshell

. CR02 Connecting Rod Shell Bearing

. Aluminum

. Second half of the camshaft bearing clamshell

. CR03 Shell Babbitt
. Tin-Lead

. Bearing Babbitt inside CR02

. CR04 Connecting Rod Babbitt

. Tin-Lead

. Bearing Babbitt inside CRO1

. CRH01 7-16 20 Shell Bearing Shoulder Bolt

. Steel

. Holds CR01 to CR02 on the side opposite the camshaft

. CRH01 7-16 20 Shell Bearing Shoulder Bolt with Oil Splash

. Steel

. Holds CR01 to CR02 on the camshaft side

. CRH03 -16 20 Castle Nut

. Steel

. Used on CRH01 and CRH02 tied together with wire to prevent backing out

20



The connecting rod sets the relative position between the piston and crankshaft. This
dimension determines the top and bottom of the stroke and is the major critical dimension on the
body of the connecting rod. The connecting rod is made from cast aluminum with a drilled hole
at the top to attach to the wrist pin and a babbitted clamshell bearing on the bottom to attach to
the crankshaft. Similarly to the piston, the connecting rod is engineered to have high strength
without excessive weight. For this reason, the connecting rod is made from aluminum. The
connecting rod resembles an I-beam to give it greater bending strength while further conserving
weight.

Figure 13: CAD model of the entire connecting rod assembly. The

the wrist pin. The lower clamshell bearing rotates on the crankshaft.

upper hole rotates on

The babbitts in the connecting rod journals were made using the same process as those in the

engine block. The connecting rod has two ports on either side to allow oil to flow down into this

bearing. Shoulder bolts were used to ensure proper alignment between the two clamshell halves.

These bolts also have special heads that fit into the clamshell so they cannot rotate and allow for

easier tightening of the castle nuts. The shoulder bolt on the side of the camshaft includes a post

protruding past the end of the bolt. This post splashes the oil as it rotates better coating the
internal surfaces with engine oil. The post is on the side of the camshaft to better oil to the cams

and gears on that side of the engine.

21
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Figure 14a: View of the clamshell

bearing showing the hole and slot in the

lower part of the babbitt to allow oil to

flow into the bearing. The shoulder bolts

and their rotationally locking heads can

also be seen.

Figure 14b: View of the clamshell

bearing showing the hole and slot in

the upper part of the babbitt to allow

oil to flow into the bearing. The oil

splashing rod on the camshaft side is

visible on the right.

Cylinder Head

Cast Iron

. Main head with internal water jacket

02 Water Jacket Attachment

. Cast Iron

. Bolts to cylinder head and allows the attachment of 3-8 N
03 Primer Valve

. Brass

. Valve to allow for fuel to be put directly into the cylinder

. CH03A Primer Valve Body

. CHO3B Primer Valve Handle

04 3-8 NPT Pipe by 3.5
. Brass

. Outlet pipe furthest from Water Jacket Attachment

05 3-8 NPT Elbow

. Brass

. 2 are used to turn down and away from the engine

PT pipe

22
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Cylinder Head Parts List

* CHOI
.

. CH

. CH

. CH

. CH



. CH06 3-8 NPT Pipe by 8
. Brass
. Runs vertically down the side of the engine block

. CH07 3-8 NPT Pipe by 1.5
. Brass
. 2 are used on either side of the T

. CH08 3-8 NPT T
. Brass
. Used on top of the head to allow for the attachment of a thermocouple

. CH09 3-8 NPT Thermocouple Mount
. Brass
. Contains the thermocouple and threads into the F-F Connector

. CHlO 3-8 NPT F-F Connector
. Brass
. Contains the thermocouple above the T

. CHl 1 3-8 NPT M-M Connector
. Brass
. Attaches the F-F Connector to the T

. CHHO1 7-16 14 by 3.5 Bolt
. Zinc Yellow-Chromate Plated Steel (grade 8)
. Bolts the Cylinder Head (CHOI) to the Engine Block (EBOI)
. Torqued to 40 pound-feet to compress the Head Gasket (EB 05)

. CHH02 3-8 16 by .75 Bolt
. Zinc Plated Steel
. Attaches the Water Jacket Attachment (CH02) to the Cylinder Head (CHOI)

. CHH03 3-8 Washer
. Chrome Plated Steel
. Used with CHH02

. CHH04 7-16 Washer
. Steel
. Used with CHHO1

The cylinder head houses a number of critical components to engine function including
the water jacket outlet, spark plug and a small brass valve. This valve is used to add a small
amount of fuel directly into the cylinder to facilitate engine starting. The underside of the head
seals to the top of the engine block to create an airtight combustion chamber. This surface also
includes space for valve operation and combustion to take place. When the piston is at top dead
center, the engine cylinder is completely closed off. The air and fuel mixture is forced up into the
bottom of the cylinder head where the spark plug is mounted. Once the spark plug fires, the
mixture is ignited and forces the cylinder back downwards.
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Figure 15: CAD model of the entire cylinder head assembly. The priming valve can be

seen in the upper left. The water jacket outlet, piping, and thermocouple attachment can be

seen on the right side.

Since the combustion happens against the cylinder head, it also gets very hot. The water

jacket begins in the engine block, but ports in the top of the block and the bottom of the head

allow the water to flow up through the head. The attachment bolted to the top of the head allows

the water to flow out of the engine. Piping directs the water away from the engine and a pipe tee

allows for the attachment of a temperature probe to monitor the engine temperature and allow

overheating to be detected.

Figure 16: View from the bottom of the cylinder head CAD showing the water jacket ports

and bolt holes around the edge. The large hole in the left middle allows for the attachment

of the spark plug. The small hole near the middle allows fuel to be dripped into the engine

to facilitate engine starting.
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3.5 Valves

Valves Parts List

. VAO1 Valve
. Steel

. VA02 Lifter Body
. Steel
. Body that rides on CAM and has adjustment screw

. VA03 Bottom Spring Retainer
. Steel
. Holds the valve spring on the valve

. VA04 Valve Spring Pin
. Steel
. Holds the bottom spring retainer to the valve

. VA05 Valve Spring
. Steel
. Closes the Valve (VAOl) and pushes it against the Engine Block (EBOl)

. VAHOl 3-8 16 by 1 Bolt
. Steel
. Threads into the Lifter Body (VA02) to adjust valve lash

. VAH02 3-8 16 Nut
. Steel
. Used to lock down VAHOl

The engine valves allow for the flow of gases in and out of the cylinder, while

maintaining an airtight combustion chamber. The valves move up and down in sleeves pressed

into the engine block. Lifters ride on the camshaft and push open the valves. Springs force the

valves closed and press the surface against the block to maintain the seal. The top of the lifters is

threaded to allow an adjustment screw to be tightened or loosened to set the valve lash. Valve

lash is the distance between the top of the lifter and the bottom of the valve when the valve is
closed. This small gap (.008" during normal operation for this engine [2]) ensures the valves

close all the way without interference.
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Figure 17: CAD model of the entire valve assembly. The lower surface of the lifter is

larger to allow better mating to the cams. The bolt in the top of the lifter allows the valve

lash to be adjusted.

The valve surface must match the valve seat in the top of the engine block. To ensure a

proper fit, the valve is machined to the proper profile and then the specific valves and engine

block are lapped to create the seal.

h

Figure 18: View from the top of the final assembly with the cylinder head hidden to show

the valve seats. The valves must seal tightly with the seats to ensure proper compression

can be achieved.
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3.6 Crankshaft

Crankshaft Parts List

. CSO1 Main Shaft Section
. Steel
. Includes the off center shaft and attachment plates at both ends

. CS02 Output Shaft Section
. Steel
. Bolts to one end of the shaft and attaches to the transmission

. CS03 Balancing Weight
. Steel
. 1 weight on either side of the eccentric shaft to balance the shaft

. CS04 Flywheel
. Cast Iron
. Large inertia bolts to the crankshaft

. CS05 Starter Interface
. Cast Iron
. Bolts to the front of the flywheel for the starter to fit into

. CS06 Output Gear
. Steel
. Spur gear meshes to transmission with 24 teeth and 12 diametral pitch

. CS07 Camshaft Gear
. Steel
. Spur gear meshes to the camshaft with 32 teeth and 10 diametral pitch

. CS08 Starting Handle
. Steel
. Fits into the starter interface to allow the user to turn the engine

. CS09 Starting Handle Sleeve
. Steel
. Wraps around the starting handle to serve as a free rotating grip

. CSHO1 0.25 by I Keyway (Output Gear)
. Steel
. Holds the output gear (CS06) to the output shaft (CS02)

. CSH02 0.3125 by 0.75 Keyway (for CAM gear)
. Steel
. Holds the camshaft gear (CS07) to the main shaft (CSO1)

. CSH03 3-8 24 by 2.5 Bolt
. Steel
. Holds the Balancing weight (CS03) to the Main Shaft (CS01)

. CSH04 7-16 20 by 1.4 Bolt
. Steel
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. Holds the flywheel (CS04) to the Main Shaft (CSO1)
" CSH05 3-8 24 by 1 Threaded Rod

. Steel

. Holds the Output Shaft (CS02) to the main shaft (CS01)
. CSH06 3-8 24 Castle Nut

. Steel

. Used with CSH05 and pinned to prevent backing out
. CSH07 3-8 Washer

. Steel

. Used with CSH05
. CSH08 7-16 Washer

. Steel

. Used with CSH04

The crankshaft has an eccentric shaft for the connecting rod, a gear for the camshaft, an
output gear, the flywheel and an interface for the starter. The eccentric shaft sets the engine
stroke. The total stroke is equal to twice the distance between the centerline of the crankshaft and
the eccentric shaft. The surfaces of eccentric shaft and the main shaft on either side of the
eccentric all fit into babbitted clamshell bearings to allow for easy rotation. The quality of these
surfaces reduce resistance and wear inside the engine. These surfaces are all machined and
polished to increase the surface finish.

Opposite the eccentric shaft, two large weights are bolted to the crankshaft to balance the
shaft. This balancing adds mass, but moves the center of rotational inertia back to the center of
the shaft. This reduces vibration and wear in the engine.

Figure 19: CAD model of the entire crankshaft assembly. The starting handle can be seen
on the left side. The eccentric shaft and balancing weights can be seen in the middle. The
gear that supplies power to the camshaft can be seen in the center right and the output gear
is keyed to the end on the shaft on the far right.
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Since the power stroke only happens once every other rotation, a large flywheel is
required to keep the engine spinning while it is drawing in, compressing and expelling gases.
Particularly during the compression stroke, energy is being pulled from the engine. The flywheel
helps to keep the rotational speed more constant by providing a large rotational inertia that is
difficult to slow down. Bolted to the front of the flywheel is an angled interface that mates with a
starting handle. This interface allows the handle to rotate the engine in the operational direction
(counter-clockwise for this engine) by pushing on a flat face. Once the engine starts, an angled
surface pushes the starting handle out of the interface away for the engine so the handle does not
get caught and injure the operator.

3.7 Camshaft

Camshaft Parts List

. CM01 Camshaft
. Steel
. Camshaft body with the cams on it

. CM02 Gear to Crankshaft
. Steel
. The large spur gear with 64 teeth and a diametral pitch of 10

. CM03 Magneto Eccentric
. Steel
. Eccentric bearing for the operation of the Magneto

. CMO4 Magneto Eccentric Plate
. Steel
. Retaining Plate on either side of the bearing

. CMHO 1 Eccentric Washer
. Steel
. A special washer used to retain the eccentric

. CMH02 5-16 Lock Washer
. Steel
. Used with CMHO1

. CMH03 5-16 24 by .75 Bolt
. Zinc Plated Steel
. Used to hold on the Magneto Eccentric (CM03)

. CMH04 Woodruff Key .1875 Wide
. Steel
* Locks the Magneto Eccentric (CM03) to the camshaft (CM01)
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The camshaft operates the intake valve, exhaust valve, magneto lifter and water pump.
The movement of the valves and the action of the magneto create the engine cycle. First the
intake valve is opened allowing the piston to draw in an air-fuel mixture. Then the lifter pulls on
the magneto causing combustion in the cylinder. Finally the exhaust valve is opened to expel
gases and prepare for another cycle. In this 4-stroke engine, these actions happen every other
time the engine rotates so the camshaft must operate at half the speed of the engine. The water
pump draws in coolant and pushes it through the water jacket to cool the engine. A coupling on
the end of the camshaft opposite the eccentric gives power to the water pump.

Figure 20: CAD model of the entire camshaft assembly. The gear that mates with the
crankshaft can be seen on the left. The feature in the center of the gear couples with the
water pump to supply power. The two valve cams can been seen in the middle and the
eccentric that drives the magneto lifter can be seen on the right.

The camshaft is geared down 2:1 by a large 64 tooth 10 tooth per inch gear on the
camshaft and a 32 tooth gear of the same diametral pitch on the crankshaft. Cam surfaces on the
shaft push up on the valve lifters to open the valves. These surfaces are designed to open the
intake valve 5 degrees before top dead center and close it 40 degrees after bottom dead center
and open the exhaust valve 40 degrees before bottom dead center and close it at top dead center.
This means the two cams at 90 degrees apart. The eccentric is used to create motion that the
magneto lifter used to fire the magneto.
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Figure 21: This cross section of the assembly shows the camshafts operation. The cams

that drive the valves can be seen in the middle. As the shaft rotates, these surfaces push on

the valve lifters to open and close the valves. On the left, the eccentric can be seen attached

to the magneto lifter by a clamshell bearing.

3.8 Magneto Lifter and Timing Lever

Magneto Lifter Parts List

. MLOl Lower Clamshell

. Bronze

. Lower Clamshell that rides on CAM eccentric (CM03)
. ML02 Upper Clamshell

. Bronze

. Lower Clamshell that rides on CAM eccentric (CM03) with rod and grease cup

attached
. ML03 Rod

. Steel

. Rod threads into upper clamshell and retains springs and lifter

. MLO4 Lifter
. Bronze

. Lifter translates motion from the rod to the magneto

. Rocks on the Eccentric Shaft (TLOl)

. ML05 Lifter Block

. Steel

. Rides in MLO4 and allows for attachment to magneto lower (MA04)

. ML06 Spring Retainer
. Steel

. 2 are used to retain the upper spring on the Rod

. ML07 Grease Cup Top
. Brass
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. Threads onto the Grease Cup to retain and press in grease
. ML08 Grease Cup

. Brass

. Threads into the clamshell and funnels grease inside
* ML09 Lower Spring

. Steel

. Stiffer string to push up on the Magneto Lifter (MLO4)
. ML10 Upper Spring

. Steel
* Less stiff spring above the Magneto Lifter (MLO4) to retain it

. MLHO1 5-16 18 by 1.75 Bolt
. Steel
. Attaches the upper and lower clamshells (MLO 1 and MLO2)

. MLH02 5-16 Washer
. Steel
. Used with MLHO1

. MLH03 7-16 20 Nut
. Steel
. Used on the bottom of the Rod (ML03) to set the shaft height in the Upper Clamshell

(ML02)
. MLH04 5-16 24 Nut

. Steel

. 2 are used on the top of the Rod (MLO4) to set the upper spring preload
. MLH05 #12 Washer

. Steel
. Used with MLH07

. MLH06 #12 24 Nut
. Steel
. Used with MLH07

. MLH07 # 24 by 1 Machine Screw
. Steel
. Used to hold the Lifter Block (ML05) to the Magneto

Timing Lever Parts List
. TLO1 Eccentric Shaft

. Steel

. Eccentric shaft to adjust timing fits inside Magneto Lifter Mount (EB10)
. TLO2 Timing Handle

. Bronze

. Handle to move the Eccentric Shaft (TLOI)
. TL03 Grease Cup

. Aluminum
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. Threads into the Timing Handle (TL02) and funnels grease inside
. TL03 Grease Cup Top

. Aluminum

. Threads onto the Grease Cup to retain and press in grease
. TIHO 1 Spring washer

. Brass

. Washer pressed into Magneto Lifter Mount (EB 10) to retain spring
. TLH02 Tapered Pin

. Steel

. Pin to hold Timing Handle (TL02) to Eccentric Shaft (TLO1)
. TLH03 1-4 20 by .5 Set Screw

. Steel

. Screw to hold Timing Handle (TLO2) to Eccentric Shaft (TLO 1)

The magneto lifter assembly translates motion from the eccentric on the camshaft to the

magneto. A clamshell bearing rides on the eccentric with a rod is threaded into the top of it. Two
springs on this rod sandwich each side of a lifter. The other end of the lifter is attached to the
bottom of the magneto. The lifter pivots about a shaft that is mounted to the engine block. As the

eccentric pushes the rod upwards, the spring below the lifter is compressed and the lifter pulls on
the magneto. Once the spring force grows large enough, the lifter breaks the magnetic attachment

in the magneto pulling the magnet away from coils inside the magneto causing a voltage that

sparks the spark plug. Grease cups on the clamshell and the magneto lifter's pivot shaft allow the

operator to add grease into these rotating surfaces during operation.

Figure 22: CAD model of the entire magneto lifter assembly. The clamshell in the bottom left
rides on the eccentric on the camshaft. Springs on the rod attached to the clamshell push up

and down on the lifter. Once the spring force is large enough, the lifter breaks the magnetic

attraction in the magneto. The grease can be seen above and to the left of the clamshell.
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Since the lifter assembly causes the spark that sets off the combustion in the engine, there
are many adjustment points in this assembly. This means there are fewer critical dimensions, but
more degrees of freedom in this assembly. Threads on both end of the rod allow the preload on
the lifter to be adjusted. Slop in the hole where the lifter is attached to the rod allows the vertical
motion to rotate the lifter about its pivot. The pivot occurs around an eccentric shaft that can be
rotated to adjust the preload on the magneto. A slot on the magneto side of the lifter contains a
block that slides between it allowing the rotation of the lifter to be converted to linear motion in
the magneto.

I

Figure 23a: View of the magneto lifter

with the magnet attached. As the clamshell

rises, the stiffer lower spring pushes up on

the lifter arm. The timing handle grease

cup can be seen on the right.

Figure 23b: View of the magneto lifter

after the magnet has been pulled away. The

action of moving the magnet creates a back

electromotive force causing the spark.

The adjustment of the threads on the rod roughly set the timing of the spark. The rotation of
the lifter pivot shaft allows the operator to finely adjust the timing during operation. During
normal operation, the spark happens just before top dead center so that combustion is complete
by the time the piston begins to move downward. One of the major purposes of this adjustment is
to delay the spark until after top dead center, defined as retarding the timing, during starting.
This prevents the engine from backfiring which could be dangerous for the operator.

3.9 Transmission Cover and Base

Transmission Cover and Base Parts List

. TCOI Transmission Cover
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. Cast Iron

. Attaches to the engine block and base to cover the transmission
. TC02 Base

. Cast Iron
. Lower part of the engine including the oil pan

. TC03 Transmission Cover Plate
. Cast Iron
. Transmission access plate that sits on the Transmission Cover (TCO1)

. TC04 3-4 NPT Pipe Cap
. Brass
. Plugs on of the holes in the Transmission Cover (TC01)

. TC05 Output Shaft Bearing Plate
. Cast Iron
. Bolts to the Base (TC02) and Transmission Cover (TC01)
. Contains a ball bearing 1" ID for the Output Shaft (RG05)

. TC06 Output Cover
. Cast Iron
. Presses onto the Output Shaft Bearing Plate (TC05) and contains a seal

. TC07 1-4 NPT Pipe Cap
. Brass
. Threads into the Base (TC02) to allow for oil to be drained

. TC08 3-4 NPT Oil Pump Attachment
. Brass
. Threads into the Transmission Cover (TC01) and drips down into the base (TC02)

. TC09 Oil Float Stick
. Steel
. Attaches to the Float (TC 10) to show the oil level

. TC10OilFloat
. Cork
. Attaches to the Oil Float Stick (TC09) to push it upwards

. TC11 Oil Float Body
. Brass
. Threads into the Base (TC02) to retain the Oil Float Stick (TC09)

. TCl2 Oil Float Tag
. Brass
* Pressed below the Oil Float Body (TCl 1) to show he oil level

. TC13 1-8 NPT to 1-8 Hose Barb
. Brass
* Threads onto the Oil Pump Attachment (TC08) to allow for oil removal

. TC14 Pump Handle
. Brass
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. Operates the oil pump to remove oil from the Base (TC02)
. TCH01 3-8 Washer

. Chrome Plated Steel

. Used with TCH02
. TCH02 3-8 16 by 1 Bolt

. Zinc Plated Steel

. Used to attach the Transmission Cover (TC0l) to the Base (TC01)
. TCH03 5-16 18 by 1 Bolt

. Zinc Plated Steel
* Used to attach the Transmission Cover (TC01) to the Engine Block (EB01)

. TCH04 5-16 Washer
. Chrome Plated Steel
* Used with TCH03

. TCH05 7-16 20 by 2 Stud
. Steel
. Threaded into the Base (TC02) and the Transmission Cover (TC01)
* Used to attach the Output Shaft Bearing Plate (TC05) and Output Cover (TC06)

. TCH06 1-2 by 3.5 Lag Bolt
. Steel
. Used to hold the Base (TC02) down

. TCH07 1-2 Washer
* Steel
" Used with TCH06

. TCH08 7-16 20 Thin Nut
. Zinc Plated Steel
. Used on TCH05
. Used to attach the Output Shaft Bearing Plate (TC05) and Output Cover (TC06)

. TCH09 -16 Washer
. Chrome Plated Steel
. Used with TCH05

The transmission cover and base make up a large portion of the body of the engine. These
parts seal to the engine block to keep the oil inside the engine and an access panel on the
transmission cover allows access to the moving parts. The oil sits inside the base and is splashed
around to coat surfaces by the moving parts. The base also contains an oil float made from cork
that allows the operator to monitor the oil level. The base has a plug in the bottom that allows the
oil to be drained but in a boat, access to the bottom of the engine is not possible. The
transmission cover contains a hand pump that extends down into the base allowing the operator
to pump out the oil instead of draining it from the bottom.
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Figure 24: CAD model of the entire transmission cover and base assembly. The oil float

can be seen in the center left and the oil pump can be seen in the center. The transmission

access panel can be seen on the right.

The output shaft bearing and seal bolt to studs on the back of both the transmission cover

and the base. The output bearing and its cover plate have an angled surface that compresses a

seal onto the output shaft to keep oil from leaking out of the engine. The output bearing is a ball

bearing that supports the output shaft coming from the reversing gear.

3.10 Water Pump

Water Pump Parts List

. WPOI 12T IODP by 1 Gear

. Bronze

. Gear that mates inside the water pump

. WPO2 Gear Shaft
. Bronze

. The shaft that holds one gear (WPO1) and couples to the Camshaft (CMOl)

. WPO3 Water Pump Cover

. Bronze

. Seals to the Water Pump Housing (WP05)

. WPO4 Packing Nut
. Brass

. Threads onto the Water Pump Cover (WPO3) to create a seal around the Gear Shaft

(WP02)
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. WP05 Water Pump Housing
. Bronze
. Main body of the water pump that houses the gears (WPOl)

. WP06 Water Jacket Mount
. Steel
. Attaches the pump to the engine and contains the oil seal

. WP07 Water Pump Coupling
. Steel
. Couple to attach Gear Shaft (WPO2) to Camshaft (CMOl)

. WPO8 3-8 NPT Elbow
. Brass
. 3 are used to create the pipe turns

. WP09 3-8 NPT T
. Brass
. Used to create a clean out for the pump

. WP03-8NPTMCap
. Brass
. Threads into the Pipe T (WPO9) to seal the clean out

" WP11 3-8 NPT M-M Connector
. Brass
. 3 are used to attach the pipe turns

. WP12 3-8 NPT Pipe Barb to 1-2 ID Hose
. Brass
. Used to attach a hose to the Water Jacket Attachment (EB04)

. WP13 3-8 NPT Pipe by4.5
. Brass
. Used to extend the pump output

. WP143-8NPT45
. Brass
. Turns the output towards the Water Jacket Attachment (EB04)
. Turns the input up and away from the Transmission Cover (TCO 1)

" WP153-8NPTPipeby7
. Brass
. Extends the pump input away from the engine

. WP163-8NPTPipebyl.5
. Brass
. Threads into the Pipe T (WP09)

" WPHO1 #8 24 by .45 Screw
. Steel
. Attaches the Water Pump Housing (WP05) to the Water Pump Cover (WPO3)

" WPH02 Dowel Pin 3-16 by .875
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. Steel

. Pressed into the Water Pump Coupling (WP07) to slide into shafts
. WPH03 5-16 Washer

. Chrome Plated Steel

. Used with WPH04
. WPHO4 5-16 18 by .75 Bolt

. Zinc Plated Steel

. Used to attach the Water Jacket Mount (WP06) to the Transmission Cover (TCO1)
and to the Water Pump Cover (WP03)

The water pump couples to the camshaft and forces water into the water jacket. The drive

shaft turns two gears that mesh together inside the pump. The meshing of the gears prevents

water from flowing straight through the pump. The teeth on the gear carry water entering the

pump out and around the inside of the pump towards the outlet. This simple design limits the

number of moving components to increase longevity. The pump and its components are made

from bronze to make the pump low friction and corrosion resistant. A grease cup on the top of

the pump allows grease to be pushed onto the gears further reducing friction and wear. The

bracket that attaches the water pump to the engine has an angled face that allows a packing seal

to be compressed and pushed against the transmission cover to prevent oil from leaking out of

the engine. Similarly, a packing nut compresses a seal pushing it against the pump's drive shaft

keeping the water inside the pump.

Figure 25: CAD cross section of the water pump. The two meshing gears can be in the
center. The grease cup can be seen at the top. The inlet and outlets can be seen on the right
and left sides respectively.
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Brass piping extends from the inlet of the pipe to allow for easy attachment to the water
intake system on the boat. On the outlet side of the pump, a pipe tee allows water to flow
towards the water jacket and allows the operator to clean out the water system and test to ensure
proper pump function. The water pump and water jacket are critical to keeping the engine cool.
Engine overheating leads to excessive engine wear and dangerous operating conditions.

Figure 26: CAD model of the entire water pump assembly. The angled surface to compress

a packing seal can be seen in the center along with the pump drive shaft and camshaft

coupling. The pump housing and the inlet and outlet piping can be seen on the left.

3.11 Sourced Parts

The carburetor, magneto, reversing gear and some smaller miscellaneous parts were not

designed or built by the Universal Motor Company. The carburetor is a Zenith Model S-995; the

reversing gear is a Snow Nabstedt Gear Corp. No 514 and the magneto is a Wico Model EK. The

spark plug is also not built by the Universal Motor Company, but is specified to have a gap of

0.025". [2]

Since these parts were sourced by Universal, the CAD was not critical to understanding

of the engine. For completeness of the model, some rough CAD was created, but lacks detail and

all of the intricate parts.

4. Restoration and Rebuilding

In general, the engine and its parts were in good condition. Before parts were painted or

reassembled, they were examined for defects or flaws that would impede on their function. Only

a few original parts were not installed in the restored engine. To ensure longevity and quality of
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the rebuilt engine, a few parts components had to be rebuilt. Some parts were not salvageable
and had to be completely remade including the valves and water jacket attachments and some of
them were reworked to ensure proper function while preserving the original parts.

4.1 Cylinder Head

When the engine had been run previously, it was noted that there was a compression
issue. This was likely due to either improper sealing between the head and engine block or the
valves and then engine block. To ensure proper sealing at the cylinder head, the top of the engine
block and the bottom of the cylinder head were examined for flaws.

Figure 27: Photograph of the cylinder head

was measured to check for flatness. Shims

surface was milled flat.

fixture in the mill. The height of the surface

were used to adjust the fixturing, then the

Both parts were fixtured to a mill and the surface height was measured at multiple points.
Shims were placed underneath to adjust the surface until the surface was even. After these
adjustments the surface was still not flat, so a shell mill was used to cut down the high spots.
Marker paint was dotted on the surface and the highest spot on the surface was found. Multiple
passes were made at 0.010" increments. The marker paint was removed from the surface where
the shell mill tool had made contact. Multiple passes were made until the entire surface had been
contacted by the tool and the surface was flat.
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Figure 28: Photograph of the engine block fixture in the mill. 1-2-3 blocks and shims were used

to hold the block and studs up off the mill bed. Clamps were used to secure the block down.

Figure 29: Photograph of the top of the engine block before milling, marker paint was

added to the surface to show where the shell mill made contact. The surface was also oiled

to facilitate cutting.
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Figure 30: Photograph of the top of the engine block after milling. The surface was

flattened and imperfections were removed. This will allow for better sealing between the

head and the block.

To create a proper seal, a head gasket must also be installed to seal any imperfections

between the surfaces. Copper is a soft metal and when it is compressed between two large blocks

of cast iron, it deforms to fill any imperfections in the surface. A new head gasket was water

jetted out of 0.062" copper sheet with the proper holes for the bolts, water jacket and cylinder.

The gasket was filed and sanded to remove any burrs left behind by the water jetting. The copper

was then annealed with a butane torch to relax the metal structure and further soften the metal.

' *0

Figure 31: Photograph of the head gasket after annealing. The copper was cut on a

waterjet, deburred and annealed with a butane torch.
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4.2 Water Jacket Attachments

The attachments to the water jacket had become extremely corroded from the prolonged
exposure to water. These parts need to seal to the engine and allow for the attachment of pipes
without allowing water to leak out. Corrosion on the mating surface and threads meant proper
sealing would be impossible; therefore, new parts were cast.

Figure 32: Photograph showing the better of the two original water jacket attachments
(Which was used for the CAD measurements) next two a finished replica. Corrosion and
wear on the original part would have compromised sealing and risked leaking. The mating
surface was milled flat to ensure a proper seal.

In the casting process, molten metal is poured into a cavity made inside sand. When the
metal cools, the sand can be chipped away to reveal a block of metal in the shape of the cavity.
There are many components of the sand mold to allow for proper casting. The mold is broken
into two halves to allow for the cavity to be created. The top half of the mold is called the cope
and the bottom is called the drag. The plane that divides the two is called the parting plane. The
hole that the molten metal is poured is called the sprue. At the top of the sprue, a funnel shape is
cut in the sand to make pouring the metal easier. At the bottom of the sprue, a well is dug to
collect sand and other impurities and prevent them from entering the cavity. Runners allow the
metal to flow towards the cavity and the metal enters through gates. Inside the cavity, cores made
of an epoxy bonded sand can be used to create internal features. To hold the core in place during
casting, the core is oversized and fits inside a void in the cavity called a core print. The cores are
made using core boxes that are negatives of the desired shape. Vents are cut through the cope to
allow gases to escape and ensure proper filling. As the metal begins to cool and solidify, the
metal shrinks. To combat this shrinkage, risers are cut above the cavity. When these risers fill
with metal, they provide back pressure that pushes more molten metal into the cavity as the
outside of the part solidifies. The sprue also functions as a riser once it is filled. Risers in the
mold combat solidification shrinkage, but once the entire part solidifies it continues to shrink
until it reaches room temperature. For cast iron, this shrinkage is about 1% so cavities and cores
must be made slightly larger than the final desired size.
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Figure 33: Diagram showing the parts of a sand mold. Due to the relative lack of

solidification shrinkage in cast iron and the small size of the parts, the sprue was deemed

sufficient to function as a riser and no additional risers were cut. [1]

In the water jacket attachment, the holes for the bolts and the pipe thread would be drilled

and tapped after the casting was complete. To create the interior pocket that the water flows

through, a core had to be created. To hold this core in place during casting, a rectangular core

print was added that would have sand packed around and above it. This core print had to be

added to the pattern to make the void in the sand and to the core box to fill this void.

The pattern and core box were created in CAD based off the CAD file of the original

part. The pipe and bolt holes were filled to create the desired cast part shape. The entire part was

expanded by 1% to combat cooling shrinkage. The part was subtracted from a block to create a

negative of the internal feature. This part was saved as a separate file. The core print boss was

added to the bottom of the pattern and the core. To create the core box, the core was subtracted

from a large boss. Toolpaths for the pattern and the core were created in HSM Works Solidworks

add-in. These toolpaths were then exported and loaded into a Prototrak 3D CNC mill. The core

boxes and patterns were cut from a foam to allow for faster feeds and speed and shorter

machining time and less tool wear. The core boxes were cut from two pieces of foam clamped

together. This allows the two halves to be pulled away separately allowing for easier removal of

the cured cores.
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Figure 34: CAD screenshot of the finished pattern. Tool paths were created using HSM

works. The program was exported and loaded into a Prototrak mill for machining.

Defects in castings can come from a large number of different sources. Historically in the

MIT foundry, about half of first time pours are successful. To increase the odds of a successful

pour, four patterns were made to give two extra parts. The parting plane was set at the bottom of

the pattern so that the entire cavity would reside in the cope. Epoxy bonded sand was made from

a mixture of 97% green sand, 2% resin and 1% hardener by mass. The mixture was blended

together until uniform and packed into the core boxes. Once the mixture had cured, the cores

could be pulled from the core boxes.

Figure 35: Photograph of the machining of the patterns Holes were filled in the original

CAD and it was scaled up to account for cooling shrinkage. A boss was added to the bottom

to form the core print. Foam was used for easier and faster machining.
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Figure 36: Photograph of the final patterns. The core box was split in half to allow the

cured core to be removed. The halves were clamped together and machined at time.

Figure 37: Photograph of the machined pattern next to the original part. The bolt and pipe

holes were filled to facilitate casting and will be drilled later.

To create the cope, the four patterns were laid on the floor and the floor and patterns were

covered with talcum powder to prevent the sand from sticking. The top half of the flask was

placed around them and the first layer of sand was sifted to create a higher quality surface. The

cope was packed with sand until it was full. Then the cope was flipped upside-down and covered

with talcum powder. The drag was packed on top of the cope to ensure proper sealing at the

parting plane. The two halves were separated and the patterns were removed. Since cast iron has

minimal solidification shrinkage, no additional risers needed to be cut. The sprue, vents, well,

runners and gates were all cut into the sand by hand with a combination of pipe, welding wire,

spoons and knives. Loose sand was shaken off and the halves were mated back together.
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Figure 38: Photograph of the original, cast and post machined parts. After casting, the

parts were cleaned of any remaining sand and burrs in the parting plane were ground off.

Then the pipe hole was drilled and tapped. The bolt holes were drilled and the mating

surface was milled.

The first pour yielded two successful parts and two underfilled parts. The underfilling

occurred on the parts further from the sprue. The metal likely solidified before the entire cavity
was filled. The large thermal mass of metal in the sprue and well kept the closer cavities warm

enough to be completely filled while the metal that traveled further away was not able to
completely fill. Back pressure from trapped gases may also have slowed the filling process

creating the underfilling. The two successful parts were post machined. The hole for the pipe was

drilled and tapped. The bolt holes were drilled and the mating surface was milled to ensure a flat

face.

M,

Figure 39: Photograph of the underfilled parts. The underfilling can be seen on the near

face. The metal that seeped up into the vent can be seen on the top of the part. The runner

and gate can be seen on the right.
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4.3 Engine Valves

The original valves were extremely corroded and worn. The exhaust valve stem in

particular had become corroded due to exposure to exhaust gases and other contaminants. The

valves must be able to move easily as well as properly seal to the block. In order to ensure proper

compression and longevity of the restored engine, the valves were remade.

Figure 40: Photograph of the original and remade valves. The carrion on the valve stem
can be seen in the lower left. The new valve stem is smooth and shiny.

Engine valves have many critical dimensions and must fit the engine exactly. There are

many different materials and manufacturing methods that can be used to make engine valves.

Each material and method of construction has benefits and drawbacks. To ensure quality engine

valves with a proper fit, the original parts were sent to Hit & Miss Enterprises in Orwell, OH, a

shop that specializes in remaking custom engine valves. The remade engine valves were lapped

with the valve seats to ensure a proper seal.

4.4 Exhaust

The exhaust on the engine was made from a series of pipes and pipe elbows. From

exposure to the environment and exhaust, these pipes had become corroded. A new exhaust was

constructed as a once piece stainless steel exhaust. Stainless steel is common in high end

exhausts for its corrosion and construction resistance. To create the new exhaust, butt weld pipe

components were welded together to resemble the shape of the original exhaust. This new

exhaust is more ascetic and will last longer than the pipes and pipe fittings. The original muffler

was maintained.
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5. Reassembly

Once the CAD catalogue was compete, restoration and reassembly could begin. The
exterior components were cleaned and painted. After years of wear, many of the fasteners had
worn out threads and features so they were replaced. Wherever possible, new fasteners ensure
proper function and will resist corrosion more effectively. This will make them easier to remove
for the next person who works on this engine. Similarly, the pipes for the cooling system were
cast iron and heavily corroded. During disassembly, the pipes had to be heated with a torch to
allow for removal. In preparation for reassembly, new fasteners, pipes and gaskets were ordered.
The new pipes were all brass for better corrosion resistance.

During reassembly, all mating surfaces needed to be properly sealed. New gaskets were
cut for all flat interfaces between parts. New packing seals were applied around the crankshaft,
output shaft and water pump drive shaft. During the previous project, laser cut gaskets were
created for the water pump face. The annealed copper head gasket was installed and the cylinder
head bolts were torqued to compress the face. Other critical bolts including those on the
clamshell bearings were torqued to recommended specifications based on their sizes. Bolts,
castle nuts and set screws with holes cut in them were wire tied to prevent them from loosening
inside the engine.

5.1 Repairs

During the reassembly process, a few problems were discovered and remedied. When the
piston was fit into the cylinder and the piston rings were compressed, the piston was binding at
the bottom of its stroke. A bore gauge was used to measure the diameter at multiple points and
revealed the bore had become misshapen. The bore is slightly ovular and the lower section was
slightly smaller. A cylinder hone was used to open up the bottom of the cylinder and smooth the
cylinder surface. After honing, the piston was able to complete its full stroke with ease.

A threaded hole in the engine block used to attach the transmission cover was discovered
to be stripped. A helicoil was installed to repair the threads. To install a helicoil, the original
threads must be drilled out. Then hole is tapped with threads slightly larger than the original with
the same pitch. The helicoil is tightened into the new threads and the original bolt can be
threaded inside the helicoil.

A crack in the shifting handle was revealed during cleaning. The part appeared bent at the
crack and may have been it at some point. The crack was cleaned out and opened up to allow for
access to the crack. The gap was welded to ensure proper strength.
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5.2 Testing

Figure 41: Photograph of the reassembled engine. The new exhaust can be seen in the top

right. The piping was attached to hoses that lead to a water reservoir for testing.

Once the assembly was complete, the engine was tested. The water jacket inlet and outlet

were plumed to a water reservoir. The engine was spun slowly with the starting handle to ensure

the engine was operating properly. The water pump began to suck water from the reservoir, the

magneto was firing and the cylinder was holding pressure providing a large resistance to the

piston being pushed upwards on the compression stroke.

Fuel was dripped into the primer valve, the carburetor was choked, and the starting

handle was again used to spin the engine. After a few tries the engine was firing off but would

not continue running. The engine was spun slowly again and the timing was discovered to be

extremely retarded. The magneto lifter and timing handle were adjusted and more fuel was added

to the primer valve. The engine was spun again and after a few tries started up.
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Figure 42: Photograph of the reassembled engine ready for testing. The primer valve,
timing lever, choke and starter interface are all on the front of the engine to allow the

operator to use them to start the engine.

As the water made its way through the engine it collected a lot of particles in the water

jacket, so the outlet house was removed from the reservoir and allowed to drain to clean the

system. The timing, choke, throttle and reversing gear were all tested and adjusted. A button on

the magneto was pressed to short the system and shut off the engine. The timing was noted to

still be retarded so more adjustments were made after the engine was shut off. The water jacket

was drained to help remove the particulate in the system. The oil level was checked to ensure it

was properly full and the oil itself was examined for particulate and metal flakes which would

indicate problems in the engine.

6. Summary and Next Steps

The project was completed and the engine was successfully run. The CAD model will be

available as a historic record of this engine. The engine will remain at MIT and will be available

to educate and inspire students. One day, this engine will make its way into a historic boat and be

used as it was traditionally.
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